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Computation and astrophysics of the N-body problem

Summary of Lecture 3

◮ N-body codes: integrators and step size control

◮ Quality control

◮ Complexity

◮ Application to Globular Star Clusters

◮ Accelerating the force computation in software and hardware

◮ Theory of regularisation; subsystems
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Lecture 4: Essential Astrophysics

1. External forces

2. Initial structure

3. The mass function

4. Primordial binaries

5. Stellar evolution

6. Collisions
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And finally: the kitchen sink!
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I. External Forces - the Galactic Tide

◮ Consider a cluster moving on a circular orbit of radius RG

about the Galactic Centre, with angular speed ω(RG)

◮ Use a rotating, accelerating frame of reference with origin at

the centre of the cluster, x-axis pointing away from the

Galactic Centre, y in the direction of cluster motion about the

Galactic Centre

◮ This introduces centrifugal and Coriolis accelerations.



Equations of motion

◮ r̈ + 2ω × v + ω2zez + 2RGωω
′xex = −∇Φc(r), where

◮ Φc is the potential due to cluster stars
◮ ex , ez are unit x− and z− vectors
◮ ω = |ω| is the angular speed of the cluster about the Galaxy,

and ω is its angular velocity vector (orthogonal to the plane of

motion of the cluster)

◮ Note Coriolis term, those due to a combination of centrifugal

and “tidal” Galactic acceleration, and that due to the cluster

◮ Here the Galactic acceleration is given in a linear

approximation (the “tidal” approximation), which is justified

when the radius of the cluster is much smaller than RG

◮ r̈ + 2ω × v = −∇Φeff(r), where the “effective” potential is

Φeff(r) = Φc(r) + RGωω
′x2 +

1

2
ω2z2

◮ “Energy” E = v2/2 +Φeff(r) is conserved

◮ Φeff(r) ≤ E: a star may be confined by equipotentials of Φeff
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External Forces - the Galactic Tide (continued)

◮ (Effective) potential and equipotentials in the plane of motion

of the cluster (z = 0)
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◮ The cluster sits in the central potential well

◮ For a star to escape, its energy E must exceed the value of

Φeff at the two saddle points



Three dimensions

Figure : The equipotential surface

through the saddles Figure : The equipotential surface

is not spherical, and it shapes the

star cluster



Lagrange points
◮ The saddle points are called Lagrange points
◮ They are equilibria, because ∇Φeff = 0 there
◮ Equation of motion is

r̈ + 2ω × v + ω2zez + 2RGωω
′xex = −∇Φc(r)

◮ x-component is ẍ − 2ωẏ + 2RGωω
′x = −∂Φc(r)/∂x

◮ For a stationary star at a Lagrange point

2RGωω
′x = −∂Φc(r)/∂x

◮ Assume...
◮ ...Lagrange point is on x-axis. Then y = z = 0 and r = |x |
◮ ...most of the mass of the cluster is close to the origin. Then

Φc ≃ −GM/r = −GM/|x |, where M is the cluster mass.
◮ ...Galaxy has a flat rotation curve, i.e. ω(RG) = V/RG, where

V is constant.

◮ Then −2ω2x = −GMx/|x |3, and so |x | =

(

GM

2ω2

)1/3

◮ This is the “tidal radius” (or “Jacobi radius”) rt of the cluster
◮ Along with the core radius rc and the half-mass (or instead the

half-light) radius rh , these three radii characterise the spatial

structure of a star cluster.





Essential astrophysics II. Initial structure
◮ For convenience use Plummer’s model. Specify Mc and a (the

“scale radius” of the model)

◮ Very common: use King’s models, which have finite radius

Figure : Surface density profile of King’s models with concentration

c = 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 2.25, 2.5,∞

Specify Mc , the edge radius (often taken to be the tidal

radius), and the concentration c (or, the “scaled central

potential” W0)



Essential astrophysics III. Initial mass function

◮ Most common: Kroupa mass function (see Aarseth, Tout &

Mardling 2003)

◮ Simplest form has probability density

f(m) =















A(m/mb)
a , ma < m < mb

A(m/mb)
b , mb < m < mc

where
◮ A is constant
◮ a ≃ −1.3, b ≃ −2.3
◮ ma = 0.08M⊙,mb = 0.5M⊙,mc = 100M⊙

◮ There are several variants, e.g. including brown dwarfs

◮ There are several other mass functions, e.g. Miller-Scalo



Essential astrophysics IV. Primordial binaries

Figure : Photometric offset binaries in NGC288 (Milone et al 2012)

Many choices to be made

◮ Masses of components

◮ Distribution of semi-major axis and eccentricity
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Essential astrophysics V. Stellar evolution

Three levels of sophistication

1. Give each star a (main sequence) lifetime and, at that time,

immediately change its mass to that of the stellar remnant

(black hole, neutron star, white dwarf). Quick and effective

method for approximate modelling of dynamical effects of

stellar evolution.

2. Use formulae which have been fitted to the results of stellar

evolution models. This gives the evolution of the mass, radius,

temperature, from which magnitudes and colours can be

derived. This is the most common method.

3. Use a “live stellar evolution” code. Only attempted in recent

years. Requires robust code. Slow.

Similar tools are also needed to deal with stellar evolution of binary

stars.
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VI. Stellar Collisions

Alternatives:

◮ Sticky spheres: assume stars coallesce to give a single more

massive star

◮ Catalogues of precomputed collision simulations (not

available yet in any collisional N-body code)

◮ Live computation of collisions as they happen.
◮ Example: J. Lombardi

Notes:

◮ For techniques for computing stellar collisions, see

Bodenheimer et al

◮ For a code which integrates many types of stellar dynamics,

stellar evolution and collision hydrodynamics, see

http://amusecode.org/
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Flow control

Each integration step may involve any of the following possibilities

1. Standard integration (may be KS)

Only this and 4 (below) were present in NBODY1

2. New KS regularisation

3. KS termination

4. Output

5. 3-body regularisation (See last slide of Lecture 3)

6. 4-body regularisation (“)

7. New hierarchical system (“)

8. Termination of hierarchical system (“)

9. Chain regularisation (“)

10. Physical collisions

11. Stellar evolution
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Professional N-body codes

1. NBODY6 (Aarseth): general purpose hardware [and optional

GPU]

2. NBODY6tt (Renaud): NBODY6 with more versatile tidal effects

3. NBODY6++ (Spurzem): parallel computers and/or GPU

4. AMUSE (everyone): Python, FORTRAN, C++, C; includes a

Hermite code, NBODY1h, a Barnes-Hut tree code, etc.

Available from http://amusecode.org/

5. starlab (McMillan, Hut, Makino, Portegies Zwart): general
purpose/GPU-enabled hardware (no KS regularisation)

◮ Available from http://www.ids.ias.edu/∼starlab/install/



How to make a movie

◮ Go to http://www.sns.ias.edu/∼starlab/install/ and follow the

instructions to download, compile and install Starlab.

◮ At the command line, enter

makeplummer -n 1024 -i \

| makemass -l 0.5 -u 5 \

| scale -s \

| kira -t 10 -D -5 \

| snap to image -s 400 -m -p -2 -g -a -d -f plummer-run

◮ This pipeline makes a Plummer model with N = 1024,

distributes masses in default distribution between 0.5 and 5

units, scales to standard units, integrates to t = 10 with

snapshots at intervals of 2−5, and converts to image files

plummer-run.gif . Takes about 5 min.

◮ Make an animated gif with

convert -delay 0 plummer∗.gif -loop 0 playplummer.gif

playplummer.gif can be opened in a browser

◮ Example: a small star cluster in a tidal field
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How to Simulate a Star Cluster in a Tidal Field with NBODY6tt

1. Go to the web page https://github.com/florentrenaud/nbody6tt

2. Press the green button “Clone or download”

3. In the pop-up window select “Download ZIP”

4. In the new pop-up window select “Save File” (on Firefox)

5. Go to your downloads folder (“cd ∼/Downloads”)

6. Unzip the code (“unzip nbody6tt-master.zip”), which creates a

subdirectory nbody6tt-master

7. Go to the source subdirectory (“cd nbody6tt-master/Ncode”)

8. Make the code (“make”)

9. Go to the parent directory (“cd ..”)

10. Make a directory for your runs (“mkdir test”)

11. Go there (“cd test”)

12. Create an input file tt.in by copying a provided sample input

file (“cp ../Docs/input tt.in”)

13. Run the code (“../Ncode/nbody6 < tt.in > tt.out”, ∼ 30 sec)



Termination of Run on Energy Error

◮ For me the run ended with the following output lines (in tt.out):

ADJUST: TIME = 50.00 Q = 0.51 DE = 5.6E-03 E = -0.260140

RMIN = 4.6E-03 DTMIN = 2.4E-04 TC = 7 DELTA = 8.6E-04

E(3) = -0.129606 DETOT = 0.000884

CALCULATIONS HALTED * * *

◮ The energy error in the output step (DE) has exceeded the

allowed tolerance (the 7th entry in the third line of the input

file, which is

0.02 0.02 0.35 2.0 10.0 1000.0 4.0E-05 2.0 0.5)



Recovering from an excessive energy error
◮ Two solutions:

1. Rerun with new accuracy parameters (analogous to η in time

step criterion): ETAI, ETAR, ETAU (see define.f in directory

Ncode). Disadvantage: gives an essentially different run,

because of rapid growth of errors (Lecture 3)

2. Rerun with greater tolerance of error: parameter QE in input.

Disadvantage: how big an energy error can be tolerated?
◮ NBODY6tt has an option for recovering by (i) automatically

changing the three accuracy parameters and (ii) reading a
checkpoint file from the output time before the energy error
occurred (an efficient variant of solution 1 above)

◮ To activate this, change the 4th line of tt.in from

1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

to

1 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
◮ Delete the file ESC and HIARCH: “rm ESC HIARCH”
◮ Rerun with “../Ncode/nbody6 < tt.in > tt.out” (about 90 sec)
◮ Ends normally with

END RUN TIME = 318.0 CPUTOT = 0.0 ERRTOT = 0.000190

DETOT = 0.000008
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How to Simulate a Star Cluster in a Tidal Field (continued)

14. Typical output extract:

T = 10. N = 500 <NB> = 9 KS = 0 NM = 0 MM = 0 NS = 500

NSTEP S = 756717 203 201945 448 DE = -1.7E-05 E =

-0.250673 M = 1.0000

NRUN = 1 M# = 0 CPU = 0.1 TRC = 0.6 DMIN = 3.6E-05

3.6E-05 1.0E+02 1 .0E+02 AMIN = 1.0E+02 RMAX =

0.0E+00 RSMIN = 0.090 NEFF = 259

<R> RTIDE RDENS RC NC MC RHOD RHOM CMAX ¡Cn¿

Ir/R UN NP RCM VCM AZ EB/E EM/E TCR T6 NESC VRMS

#1 0.78 5.1 0.10 0.2913 36 0.133 5. 20. 3. 16.3 0.105 0 0

0.000 0.0000 0.0807 -0.000 -0.000 2.82 21 0 0.6

15. For illustration we extract and print some numbers from the

last line with the awk script

{if ($1==”#1”) print $21,$5,$2,$3}
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15. (continued)

(These are time in millions of years, and the core1, half-mass

and tidal radii; in NBODY6, with the parameters we are using,

<R> really is the half-mass radius, whereas in NBODY1 <R>

is the virial radius.)

16. Suppose the awk output is in the file ’tt.radii’.

17. Now use gnuplot to plot these radii:

set log y;plot ’tt.radii’ u 1:2 w l,” u 1:3 w l,” u 1:4 w l

(Note: ” means two separate single quotes)

 0.01
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 0  100  200  300  400  500  600  700

’dch.radii’ u 1:2
’’ u 1:3
’’ u 1:4

1The core radius is, roughly speaking, the radius of the inner part of the

system, in which the density is at least half the central density.
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How to Simulate a Star Cluster in a Tidal Field (continued)

The problem here is a badly formatted line in tt.out (which may

occur at different places in different runs, or not at all):

#1 2.08 3.3 14.75 0.7801 9 0.040 2. 7. 3. 7.2 0.088 0 0 14.764

0.1791 3.9346 0.000 0.000139.43 501 0 0.4

which can be circumvented with a modified awk script:

{if ($1==”#1”) {

print $(NF-2),$5,$2,$3

}

}

(NF is the number of

fields in the line, nor-

mally 23)
 0.01

 0.1
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 10

 0  100  200  300  400  500  600  700

’dch-corrected.radii’ u 1:2
’’ u 1:3
’’ u 1:4



Changing the output frequency

◮ Change the third input line from

0.02 0.02 0.35 2.0 10.0 1000.0 4.0E-05 2.0 0.5

to

0.02 0.02 0.35 2.0 1.0 1000.0 4.0E-05 2.0 0.5

which now gives output every time unit.
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’dch2.radii’ u 1:2
’’ u 1:3
’’ u 1:4



Interpretation of the results
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’dch2.radii’ u 1:2
’’ u 1:3
’’ u 1:4

◮ Tidal radius shrinks as stars escape, and the mass of the

cluster decreases
◮ Core radius shrinks: core collapse at about t = 60.
◮ Reversed by binary formation and hardening, which increases

the energy of the cluster. This causes the rise in rh

◮ Large fluctuations near the end of the run, when N = 22 only.
◮ Is that a second core collapse at about t = 250?
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Statistical Significance of Results

◮ Repeat the simulation with a different random number seed.

◮ Line 2 of input is

500 1 25 10000 70 1

Change to

500 1 25 10001 70 1

◮ Plot core radii of both

runs:

◮ Recollapses may occur,

but at various times

◮ The lifetimes of different

runs may differ by tens of

percent.
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’dch2.radii’ u 1:2
’dch3.radii’ u 1:2
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NBODY6tt: Some optional output

◮ fort.14: time and log10 of Lagrangian radii
◮ A Lagrangian radius is a radius containing a fixed fraction of

the mass.
◮ The fractions used are in the line “DATA FLAGR” in lagr.f in the

Ncode subdirectory
◮ Change line 4 of input file to

1 2 0 0 1 0 5 0 0 0
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◮ Increasing output interval can be overridden with option 32



Other optional output (continued)

◮ fort.36 gives the mean mass in each Lagrangian shell
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Figure : Mean mass in four Lagrangian shells

◮ Note mass segregation, especially around core collapse

◮ General trend of increasing mean mass with time (preferential

escape of lighter stars)
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NBODY6: Other Standard Output (continued)

◮ Include stellar evolution by changing option 19 to 3 and 12 to 1
◮ Remove ESC and HIARCH, and rerun
◮ fort.83: information on the stellar properties of the particles

◮ Typical output

## BEGIN 501 0.0

1 1 5.812 5.656 2.979 0.337 4.276

2 1 0.705 5.094 2.828 0.310 4.252

..........
◮ These are

N TIME (number of “objects”, time)

NAME KW RI M1 ZL1 R1 TE (for each single star)
where

◮ NAME identifies the star
◮ KW: stellar type (see end of define.f in Ncode)
◮ RI: distance from the cluster centre (units of the core radius)
◮ M1: mass (solar masses)
◮ ZL1: log luminosity (solar luminosities)
◮ R1: log radius (solar radii)
◮ TE: log effective temperature (K)
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NBODY6: Other Standard Output (continued)

Data for a single time can be obtained with the following awk script

(snapshot.awk)

{if (NF==2) t = $2}

{if (t==time&&NF==7) print $0}

where the time is given in the awk command:

awk -f snapshot.awk time=0.0 fort.83 > snap0.0

Then the colour-magnitude (actually Teff -L ) diagram is given with

gnuplot:

plot [4.3:3.4] ’snap0.0’ u 7:5

(The plot range [4.3:3.4] shows that T should increase to the left.)
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Example: HR Diagram at 0 and 615 Myr
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’snap0.0’ u 7:5
’snap615.3’ u 7:5

Figure : Note main sequence, giant branch, white dwarfs



Primordial binaries

◮ The file Docs/inbins contains sample initial conditions

◮ For better comparison with previous runs we change
◮ Line 2 to 500 1 20 129000 85 1
◮ Line 3 to 0.02 0.02 0.3 2.0 1.0 1000.0 5.0E-04 2.0 0.6
◮ Line 4 to 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 4 0 0
◮ Line 10 to 2.3 5.0 0.2 250 0 0.02 0.0 100.0

◮ The model contains 50% binaries

◮ It takes about 5 min



Evolution of the binary fraction

◮ Defined as #binaries/(#binaries + #number of single stars)
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◮ Calculated by replacing #binaries by the number of KS

(regularised) pairs (called KS in output)

◮ Soft pairs are not usually regularised, hence the initial value is
less than 50%

◮ See Lecture 2 for notions of “soft” and “hard” pairs

◮ Early decrease caused by destruction of soft(ish) pairs

◮ Late increase caused by mass segregation of hard binaries



Evolution of the binary fraction in the core

◮ Number of objects (single stars + binaries) in the core is field

6 in line beginning “#1”

◮ Number of binaries in the core is NC in the line beginning

“BINARIES”
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◮ About 50% for the first half of the evolution

◮ Late increase caused by mass segregation of hard binaries



Tidal tails again

◮ Previously, the tails were straight, because of the tidal

approximation

◮ With NBODY6tt this approximation can be avoided. The tidal

acceleration, and the orbit of the cluster inside the Galaxy, are

calculated numerically.

◮ Example (Peter Berczik)
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